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TMK and Sinara Group Hold Horizons International Corporate Forum
Today TMK held the opening ceremony of the Horizons International Corporate Forum in
Sochi. Over 40 delegations and 770 participants from all of the company’s Russian and
international divisions are participating this year, as well as representatives of Sinara
Group.
As in years past, the event includes the Youth Scientific Practical Conference, which
consist of 27 sections focused on various aspects of the company’s work as well as training
courses, master classes, competitions and lectures. This year the lectures will feature TMK
and Sinara Group Boards Chairman Dmitry Pumpyanskiy, Higher School of Economics
Rector Yaroslav Kuzminov, Boeing Chairman in Russia and the CIS Sergei Kravchenko
and Russia 2018 World Cup Organizing Committee General Director Alexei Sorokin. The
main part of the scientific practical events was prepared by TMK’s Corporate University
TMK2U. This year’s Horizons forum will also include a mini football tournament and KVN
(an on-stage comic competition between teams).
“The Horizons International Corporate Forum occupies a special place at TMK and Sinara
Group. It showcases our talent pool of future company leaders. It’s also an opportunity to
show one’s skills and take one more step up the career ladder towards future professional
and personal development,” said TMK Deputy General Director Andrey Kaplunov.
The Horizons forum is an annual international corporate event organized by TMK and
Sinara Group for the companies’ young employees, who come from all of their subdivisions
and key areas of business. The event’s main event is the final stage of the Youth Scientific
Practical Conference, which involves the winners of earlier professional competitions held
at the division level. Participants present and defend their projects, which are aimed at
improving the company’s work. The winners are offered a chance to implement their ideas
within the company.
This year’s Horizons forum is being held on October 1-7. The event has been held since
2004; it’s held an international status since 2011 as teams from the USA, Romania, Oman
and Kazakhstan came to compete with their Russian colleagues. Since 2016, Sinara
Group has been involved in the Forum.
ТМК (www.tmk-group.com) is a leading global manufacturer and supplier of steel pipes for oil and gas
industry, operating dozens production sites in the United States, Russia, Canada, Romania, Oman and
Kazakhstan with two R&D centers in Russia and the USA. The largest share of TMK’s sales belongs to
high margin oil country tubular goods (OCTG), shipped to customers in over 80 countries. TMK delivers
its products along with an extensive package of services in heat treating, protective coating, premium
connections threading, warehousing and pipe repairing. TMK’s securities are listed on the London Stock
Exchange and on the Moscow Exchange MICEX-RTS.
Sinara Group (www.sinara-group.com) is a diversified holding company with assets across a spectrum of
industries. Its primary businesses include transportation manufacturing, construction and real estate
development, financial services and metallurgy.
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